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Here we show that the configuration of a slender enclosure can be optimized such that the radiation
heating of a stream of solid is performed with minimal fuel consumption at the global level. The
solid moves longitudinally at constant rate through the enclosure. The enclosure is heated by gas
burners distributed arbitrarily, in a manner that is to be determined. The total contact area for heat
transfer between the hot enclosure and the cold solid is fixed. We find that minimal global fuel
consumption is achieved when the longitudinal distribution of heaters is nonuniform, with more
heaters near the exit than the entrance. The reduction in fuel consumption relative to when the
heaters are distributed uniformly is of order 10%. Tapering the plan view �the floor� of the heating
area yields an additional reduction in overall fuel consumption. The best shape is when the floor area
is a slender triangle on which the cold solid enters by crossing the base. These architectural features
recommend the proposal to organize the flow of the solid as a dendritic design, which enters as
several branches, and exits as a single hot stream of prescribed temperature. The thermodynamics
of heating is presented in modern terms in the Sec. VII �exergy destruction, entropy generation�. The
contribution is that to optimize “thermodynamically” is the same as reducing the consumption of
fuel. © 2010 American Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3429195�

I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we consider the fundamentals of heating a
stream of solid by radiation in a very slender enclosure
through which the solid moves longitudinally. We consider
the question of whether the shape of the enclosure can be
selected such that the total rate of fuel consumption in the
enclosure is minimal. This approach is an application of the
method of design with the constructal law,1,2 according to
which the search is for the architecture of the freely mor-
phing flow system, in the pursuit of greater performance at
the global level.

The reduction in fuel consumption in industrial furnaces
is key to being able to control the rise of CO2 emissions at
the national and global level. In South Korea, for example,
the furnace industry constitutes a 17% share of the amount of
fuel consumed in all the industries. This represents 9.6% of
the national energy consumption. In 2005, the CO2 emissions
related to fuel use amounted to 60 million ton CO2 /yr. In
view of this, the government of South Korea has initiated a
policy of “Green Energy Industry as a Growth Engine,” in
which the reduction in fuel use is a major objective.

To reduce the consumption of fuel in a furnace is prac-
tically the same as optimizing the furnace thermodynami-
cally, i.e., the same as reducing the entropy generation rate in
the furnace. We will demonstrate this equivalence in Sec.

VII. The analysis and results presented in the paper are based
on minimizing the total rate of fuel consumption.

In this paper we treat the subject fundamentally, and ar-
rive at the unexpected conclusion that the layout of furnaces
in the future should be tapered, such that the flow of solid on
their floor area should be tree-shaped. The tree architecture
coincides with other tree designs that occur in nature and
engineering, however, its emergence here, in this heating
process, is totally unexpected.

II. MODEL

The research literature on furnace design and optimiza-
tion is concerned mainly with the optimal control to improve
energy consumption and to meet quality requirements for the
slab heating process of a reheating furnace in a hot strip
mill.3–13 Full numerical simulations of heat transfer and fluid
flow in reheating furnaces are also being reported.14–21 The
feature that these studies have in common is that each study
focuses on a specified configuration of reheating furnace and
combustion.

In the model used in this study, the configuration is not
specified. The configuration is the unknown. The furnace
consists of a stream of moving steel slabs of mass flow rate,
ms�kg /s�, which are exposed to heating all along the length
of the enclosure, L. The enclosure is very slender. The steel
enters at x=L and exits at x=0.

The heating is provided by a large number of gas burners
distributed arbitrarily along the furnace. We model this dis-
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tribution as a string of infinitesimal burners of length �x, as
shown in Fig. 1. The �x burner receives �mf�kg /s� of fuel
and �ma�kg /s� of oxidant such as air, and discharges
�mp�kg /s� of gaseous products of combustion. Mass conser-
vation ��mf+�ma=�mp� and stoichiometry ��ma /�mf

=constant� indicate that �mp is proportional to �mf, and can
be used as a measure of the rate of fuel that is being burned.
In other words, the ratio �mp /�mf is a known constant. To
minimize the total rate of fuel consumption is the same as
minimizing the total stream of gaseous products issuing from
the furnace. The thermodynamic optimization of the process
is discussed in greater detail in Sec. VII.

The fuel and oxidant enter the �x burner at ambient
conditions �T0,P0�. The pressure changes in the combustion
chamber are negligible. If the chamber functions adiabati-
cally, then the products exit at the adiabatic flame tempera-
ture Taf, which is a constant known for each combination of
fuel and oxidant.21 The limit of adiabatic operation is
sketched in the middle part of Fig. 1.

The actual combustor is not adiabatic. It generates the
heat transfer rate �q and, as a consequence, the stream �mp

is at a temperature �Tp� lower than Taf. This situation is
sketched in the lower part of Fig. 1. The conservation of
energy requires �Ref. 22, p. 101�

�q = �mpcp�Taf − Tp� , �1�

where the cp is the specific heat at constant pressure of the
products. Here we make the approximation that Taf is con-
siderably greater than Tp, such that �Taf−Tp� may be re-
garded as relatively constant. This leads to the conclusion
that the heat released �q is proportional to the fuel consump-
tion rate �or gas generation rate �mp�, which can be written
per unit length as

q��x� = amp�. �2�

This equation comes from writing q�=�q /�x and mp�
=�mp /�x, where a is a proportionality factor proportional to
the heating value of the fuel HV, which means the amount of

heat released by combusting a specific amount of gas fuel, in
other words

mfuelHV = amp, �3�

where the ratio mp /mfuel is dictated by stoichiometry. In cur-
rent industrial furnace design, mp /mfuel is of order 6, HV
=1.67�107 J /kg, and consequently, a=2.75�106 J /kg, all
in an order of magnitude sense.

The steel is a steady stream of temperature Ts�x� and
mass flow rate ms�kg /s�, entering at Ts=T0 at x=L, and
exiting at Ts=Tout at x=0. The end temperatures are fixed:
T0 is the ambient temperature and Tout is the design �target�
temperature of the steel heating process.

The steel runs in counterflow with the stream of hot
gases of combustion, mp�x�. The spatial distribution of com-
bustion �mp��x�� is the chief degree of freedom of the design,
however, if mp� is known then the mass flow rate of the gas
stream can be calculated,

mp�x� = mp�0� + �
0

L

mp�dx �4�

The gas temperature is Tp�x�. For simplicity in this treatment
of the distributed heating configuration, we neglect convec-
tion and assume that the gas-steel heat transfer is dominated
by radiation. The local heat transfer rate from wall to steel is

qi� = �F�p�x��Tp
4 − Ts

4� . �5�

The factor F� is shorthand for ��p
−1+�s

−1−1�−1, where �s and
�p are the total hemispherical emissivities of the steel surface
and the enclosure surfaces, at temperatures Ts and Tp, re-
spectively. We expect �s and �p to be of order 1, and this
means that F� is a constant factor of order 1.

The heat transfer area per unit of furnace length p�x� is
another degree of freedom of the design. The total heat trans-
fer area is fixed,

�
0

L

pdx = A. �6�

If the cross-section of the furnace is flat �like a slit�, and if
the height of the ceiling is uniform, then p�x� is a function
that varies in the same way as the shape of the floor. This is
why in the following discussion the designs with p
=constant and p /x=constant are described as floors with
constant-width and triangular �tapered� floors, respectively.

According to the upper part of Fig. 2, the first law of
thermodynamics for the furnace element of length dx re-
quires

amp� = cp�Tp − T0�mp� − mscs
d�Ts − T0�

dx

+ mpcp
d�Tp − T0�

dx
. �7�

Written for the steel stream alone �Fig. 2, bottom�, the first
law requires

�F�p�x��Tp
4 − Ts

4�dx = − mscsd�Ts − T0� . �8�

FIG. 1. Model of a large number of gas heaters distributed along the
furnace.
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The scale analysis of Eqs. �2�–�8� reveals the scales

pscale =
A

L
, xscale = L, mscale =

�F�A�T3

cs
,

�T − T0�scale = Tout − T0 = �T, �9�

which recommend the dimensionless variables

p̃ =
p

A/L
, � =

x

L
, T̃ =

T − T0

�T
, m̃ =

m

mscale
. �10�

Equations �6�–�8� become

�
0

1

p̃d� = 1, �11�

�m̃p� = m̃p�T̃p −
cs

cp
m̃sT̃s� + m̃pT̃p�, �12�

p̃��T̃p
4 − T̃s

4� + 4��T̃p
3 − T̃s

3� + 6�2�T̃p
2 − T̃s

2� + 4�3�T̃p

− T̃s�� = − m̃s
dT̃s

d�
, �13�

where

m̃s =
ms

mscale
, m̃p =

mp

mscale
, � =

a

cp�T
, � =

T0

�T
. �14�

The two boundary conditions necessary for integrating Eqs.
�12� and �13� are

T̃s�0� = 1 and T̃s�1� = 0. �15�

III. WHY THERE IS AN OPPORTUNITY TO
DISTRIBUTE THE HEATING

Consider now the control volume that contains the entire
furnace with all its streams, Fig. 3. The gases come in cold
�T0� and exit hot �Tp,out�. The total mass flow rate mp is
contributed by an unspecified number of burners distributed
over the length L. The flow rate mp is proportional to the
total heating rate provided by the burners,

q = �
0

L

q�dx = amp�L� . �16�

The first law of thermodynamics requires

amp�L� = mp�L�cp�Tp,out − T0� + mscs�Ts,out − T0� . �17�

This is a simple equation linking two variables, the amount
of fuel burned �proportional to mp�L��, and the exhaust tem-
perature �Tp,out�. Desirable is a lower mp�L�, which corre-
sponds to a lower Tp,out. How this is achieved depends on the
internal design of the furnace.

IV. SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF HEATING

Assume that the burners are distributed such that

m̃p = ��� + �1 − ���n� , �18�

where the number �=m̃p�1� represents the total rate of fuel
consumption, � is a small number �e.g., �=0.1, not to be
confused with the emissivities used in F�� accounting for the
relative size of the first burner, and n accounts for the manner
in which the burners are distributed. For example, n=1 rep-
resents a uniform distribution of burners along L. To focus
on the effect of distributed burners �n�, we start with the
assumption that p is constant, i.e., the furnace has a one-
dimensional design,

p̃ = 1. �19�

The dimensionless factors appearing in Eqs. �12� and �13�
have the values �=a /cp�T=1.8 �corresponding to a=2.75
�106 J /kg, cp=1270 J /kg K, and �T=1200 K�, F�=1, �
=0.25, and cs /cp=0.46. The steel mass flow rate m̃s was
given several values in the range 0.1–1.

FIG. 2. �Color online� The streams of hot gas, steel, and energy for an
elemental length of the furnace.

FIG. 3. The overall control volume of the furnace.
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To start, we set n=1 and �=0.309. We integrated Eqs.

�12� and �13� and found the temperature distributions T̃s���
and T̃p��� plotted in Fig. 4. We then lowered � and repeated
the calculation. We found that as the total fuel consumption

��� decreases, T̃s rises to the point that it threatens the design

condition that the highest T̃s value must occur at the exit
from the furnace. In this way, we determined the lowest fuel
consumption ��min� as the design where

dT̃s

d�
= 0 at � = 0. �20�

This first set of simulations revealed the minimal fuel
consumption �min that corresponds to the specified m̃s and n.
We repeated these simulations for many pairs �m̃s and n�, and
found the surface �min �m̃s and n� represented in Fig. 5.
Important here is the discovery that for the specified stream
of steel �m̃s� there exists a spatial distribution of burners
�nopt� such that the minimal fuel consumption ��min� is the
smallest that it can be, namely, �min,min.

The optimally distributed design is summarized as the
functions nopt �m̃s� and �min,min �m̃s� shown in Figs. 6 and 7.
Noteworthy is that nopt is equal to approximately 0.3 over the
entire m̃s range 0.1–1. This means that the best way to dis-
tribute the burners is as dm̃p /d���−0.7, which recommends
the use of considerably more burners near the exit ��=0�
than near the entrance ��=1�.

The relative merit of using the optimal �nonuniform� dis-
tribution of burners �nopt=0.3� is presented in Fig. 7, where
the reference design is the one where the burners are distrib-
uted uniformly �n=1�. The ratio �min�n=0.3� /�min�n=1� has
values of order of 0.9, indicating a 10% reduction in the total
rate of fuel consumption when the heating is distributed non-
uniformly.

V. TAPERED FLOOR AREA

In the preceding examples the furnace was modeled as
one dimensional, with an x-independent surface of contact

FIG. 4. The temperature distributions along the steel, T̃s���, and the prod-

ucts of combustion, T̃p���, showing the distributed heating effect �n�.

FIG. 5. The total minimal fuel consumption �min that corresponds to the
specified m̃s, showing that �min can be minimized with respect to n.

FIG. 6. The optimal distribution of burners �nopt�, and the smallest fuel
consumption ��min,min�, as functions of flow rate.

FIG. 7. The merit of using the optimal nonuniform distribution of heaters
�n=0.2� relative to using uniformly distributed heaters �n=1�.
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between steel and hot gases, see p̃=1 in Eq. �19�. Consider
now the more general case where the contact surface is dis-
tributed in a certain way longitudinally, p̃���, while obeying
the total area constraint �Eq. �11��. To illustrate, assume that
p̃ varies linearly with �,

p̃ = 1 + 	�2� − 1� , �21�

where 	 accounts for taper of the area A in the x direction.
Note that Eq. �21� obeys the integral constraint. Furthermore,
because p̃
0, the values that 	 can have are in the range
��1, 1�.

We explored numerically the effect of 	 on the minimal
fuel requirement. To isolate the effect of 	, we first fixed �
=0.01 and m̃s=0.5. Although the distribution of hot gases �n�
is not fixed �it can be optimized, see Fig. 5, namely, nopt

=0.3 when the furnace is not tapered, 	=0�, we fix n=0.3 as
we begin the search for the best taper. The effect of 	 on
�min is displayed in Fig. 8. The total fuel requirement ��min�
decreases monotonically as the angle of the furnace floor
area increases. This effect becomes more noticeable as m̃s

increases.
The conclusion is that tapering the plan view of the heat-

ing area yields reductions in the overall fuel requirement.
The best taper is 	=1, which represents a triangular floor on
which the cold steel enters by crossing the base. For ex-
ample, when m̃s=0.7 the reduction in fuel use from the rect-
angular floor design �	=0� to the triangular floor �	=1� is
8%. This conclusion is further supported by Fig. 8, which
shows that if we use a different value of � in our numerical
simulations the variation in �min versus 	 is the same as for
�=0.01.

So far, we have assumed that the longitudinal distribu-
tion of heating is represented by n=0.3, which is the optimal
value for the floor design without taper �	=0�. In Fig. 9 we
relaxed this assumption while considering the nearly triangu-
lar floor design with 	=1. Figure 9 shows how the fuel re-
quirement �min varies with the distribution of the fuel, n.
When �=0.1, the minimum of �min falls in the range 0.1
�n�0.3, and shows a tendency toward n values lower than

0.3. When �=0.01, the minimum of �min occurs at n=0.14,
which is not too far from the value n=0.3 assumed in the
simulations that led to Fig. 8.

It is worth noting that when the floor is tapered the
wrong way �	=−1�, with the narrow end serving as entrance
for the stream of steel �Fig. 10�, the optimal distribution of
heating is represented by n�0.23, which is sensibly smaller
than 0.3. This conclusion is a little sensitive to the small
value assigned to �.

VI. DENDRITIC FLOW ON THE FURNACE FLOOR

The design implication of the superiority of the tapered
furnace �	=1, Fig. 8� is that the flow of steel must have a
density that increases in the flow direction. The density of
the flow of steel is represented by the number of steel slabs
per unit area. This stream rides on one or more conveyors.
The steel slabs are indicated as vertical bars, which are per-
pendicular to the flow direction. If the floor is not tapered
�	=0�, then the density of steel slabs on the conveyor is
uniform �Fig. 11, top�. If the floor area is triangular �Fig. 11,
middle and bottom�, the density increases to the left, as more
conveyors are positioned in parallel where the floor is wide.
Following the flow of steel, we see that every pair of low-
density conveyors feeds one conveyor on which the density
of slabs is twice as large as on the tributaries.

Conveyors that happen to be aligned with the centerline
�e.g., Fig. 11, middle� are superpositions of two tributaries
and, consequently, their steel-slab density is twice as large as

FIG. 8. The effect of the tapering of the floor area and the computational
constant � on the minimal fuel consumption �min.

FIG. 9. The effect of the longitudinal distribution of heating �n� on the
minimal fuel requirement when the floor area is tapered optimally.

FIG. 10. The effect of the longitudinal distribution of heating �n� on the
minimal fuel requirement when the floor area is tapered the wrong way.
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in a single tributary. The steel stream from one of the cen-
terline conveyors is discharged in alternating fashion to the
next two “mother” channels that continue the flow of steel to
the left. The tree-shaped paths of the flow of steel on the
triangular floor are shown in Fig. 12 �middle and bottom�.

The distribution of heaters per unit area depends on the
shape of the floor. Assume that the heater distribution versus
x is represented by the exponent n=0.3, which we found to
be near-optimal for both floor designs, constant-width and
triangular. This means that in both designs the density of
heaters per unit length in the x direction �Fig. 1� must de-
crease as x−0.7, as shown in Sec. IV.

The density of heaters per unit area varies as x−0.7 /p�x�.
In the constant-p design, the area density of heaters decreases
as x−0.7 toward the steel entrance. This is shown in the upper
drawing of Fig. 13. In the triangular designs, the area density
decreases more sharply, as x−1.7. Two distributions of heaters
on triangular areas are shown in Fig. 13 �middle and bot-
tom�. The three drawings of Fig. 13 have the same area,
which is the same as the area shown in Figs. 11 and 12.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

This paper suggested analytically novel configurations
for heating a stream by radiation from a large number of
heaters. The distributions of cross-sectional area and heaters
are free to vary in the search for the overall minimal fuel
consumption.

The best way to distribute the heaters recommends the
use of considerably more heaters near the exit than near the
entrance. The relative merit of using the optimal �nonuni-

form� distribution of heaters indicated a 10% reduction in the
total rate of fuel consumption when the heating is distributed
nonuniformly.

Tapering the plan view of the heating area yields reduc-
tions in the overall fuel requirement. The best taper is 	=1,
which represents a triangular floor on which the cold steel
enters by crossing the base. The distribution of heaters per
unit area depends on the shape of the floor. The density of
heaters per unit area varies as x−0.7 /p�x�. In the constant-p
design, the area density of heaters decreases as x−0.7 toward
the steel entrance. In the triangular designs, the area density
decreases more sharply, as x−1.7.

The analysis presented in this paper is important in a
fundamental sense, because it unveils a new direction for the
design of industrial furnaces with minimal fuel consumption.
This could be pursued in more rigorous thermodynamics
terms based on a more complete model of the heating instal-
lation. In Fig. 14, for example, we account for the fact that a
stream of liquid water �mw� must be pumped through the
solid mechanism that serves as conveyor for the stream of
solid �e.g., steel laminators�. The water stream enters at am-
bient conditions, and exits at a temperature that is essentially
fixed because it cannot exceed the boiling temperature. The
enthalpy rate removed by the water stream from the enclo-
sure, mw �hout−hin�, is expected to be a minor effect in the
energy balance, however, it is fixed because it is set by the
heat transfer rate from the hot gases to the water stream. This
heat transfer rate is fixed by the size of the enclosure �or the

FIG. 11. The distribution of the flow of steel on the furnace floor: uniform
density, on a floor with uniform width �top� and increasing density, on tri-
angular floors �middle and bottom�. The total flow rate ms and the floor area
are the same in each drawing.

FIG. 12. The direction of the steel streams and their tributaries in Fig. 11.

FIG. 13. The distribution of heaters on the area occupied by the three
designs of Fig. 11.

FIG. 14. Heating installation with water cooling for its mechanical support
structure and heat rejection during the flow of the products of combustion
into the ambient.
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area of heat transfer contact� and the order of magnitude of
the gas temperature. The result is that the water flow rate is
also fixed.

The key observation in Fig. 14 is that after discharge
from the enclosure the products of combustion are in contact
with the ambient to which they lose heat at the rate of QP,
before reaching the ambient temperature T0. The complete
thermodynamic system of interest is the system defined by
the dashed line. For this system, the first law of thermody-
namics requires

�mfhf,0 + maha,0 + mshs,0 + mwhw,0� − �mphp,0 + mshs,out

+ mwhw,out� = Qp. �22�

The second law of thermodynamics requires Sgen
0, where

Sgen =
Qp

T0
+ �mpsp,0 + msss,out + mwsw,out� − �mfsf,0

+ masa,0 + msss,0 + mwsw,0� . �23�

By eliminating QP between Eqs. �22� and �23� we obtain the
rate of entropy generation �Sgen�, or the rate of exergy de-
struction �T0Sgen�, namely,

T0Sgen = mf�h − T0s�f,0 + ma�h − T0s�a,0 − mp�h − T0s�p,0

+ ms�h − T0s�s,0 − ms�h − T0s�s,out + mw�h

− T0s�w,0 − mw�h − T0s�w,out. �24�

In this summation, all the terms are fixed except the first two,
which vary in proportion with the total amount of fuel �mf�,
because stoichiometry requires a certain proportionality be-
tween ma and mf.

In conclusion, to minimize the rate of exergy destruction
in the heating installation is equivalent to what we presented
in this paper, namely, the minimization of the total rate of
fuel consumption. For the heating process, this approach is

the same as performing thermodynamic optimization, en-
tropy generation minimization, or exergy analysis and the
minimization of exergy destruction.
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